Introduction
Animal cells are routinely harvested and successfully maintained in vitro through their incubation in complex nutrient mixtures referred to as 'media'. The minimum constituents of basal cell culture media include salts, amino acids, fatty acids, nucleic acid precursors, vitamins, sugars and other metabolic factors obligate for cell survival [19, 20] . Successful formulations that support cell cultures and contain identifiable substances of known concentration above that provided by the basal medium are referred to as being 'defined' or 'chemically defined' media. Although defined medium and chemically defined medium are fundamentally related, they are formally different terms. A defined medium refers to a medium in which each added component is identified and its precise concentration is known, whereas a chemically defined medium describes a medium in which each added component is not only specified and of known concentration but additionally has a known chemical structure (personal communication, W.I. Schaeffer; SIVB Terminology Committee).
Since the cell culture medium is one of the fundamental components of all cell culture systems [10] , it seems appropriate to include in this issue a paper on formulation of defined media. A few years ago, numerous researchers gained recognition for their contributions in formulating defined media [3-5, 12, 13, 21] . Today, however, anyone using cell cultures as mechanistic models probably uses a defined medium for the application of treatments (Table 1) . A defined medium exists for nearly every cell culture operation and cell type [6, 8] .
Defined media may be designed to cause a culture of cells to undergo a physiological transition, in vitro, [30] or may function to simply maintain the health and viability of cultured cells [3, 9] . In the former case, a medium may induce cells to either proliferate or differentiate, whereas the latter case may require the addition of a specific treatment to the defined medium in order to effect a cellular response. Since subsequent batches of defined media are identical in composition, variations in culture conditions are minimized. The use of such media enables experiments involving treatments to be carried out with a level of precision unattainable with traditional undefined media formulations. Devising a proper defined medium formulation is often imperative for generating repeatable and reliable data from a cell culture system. It is for this reason that the formulation process demands careful and constant consideration [1] .
Recent evidence suggests that profound physiological transitions may occur through the use of very simplistic defined media [17, 30] . For example, myogenic satellite cells are enticed to differentiate and fuse when exposed to a defined treatment medium consisting of insulin, transferrin and thyroid hormone [30] . In this paper we present several guidelines and steps to follow in order to successfully formulate a defined medium applicable to one's Abstract. The first step in formulating a defined medium is to conduct a thorough search of the scientific literature. If a defined medium formulation is located that might be compatible with the intended cell system, a pilot study should be carried out to evaluate the general performance of the medium. Depending on the initial data obtained from this study, individual components of the medium and their concentrations may need to be manipulated (added/subtracted, increased/decreased) to obtain the desired results. Also, sometimes the basal medium or Key words: Cell culture, Defined medium, ITT and ITT-CF, Satellite cell proportions of basal media must be changed. Because the formulation of a defined medium is a circular process, alteration of the basal medium type or ratio of basal media will necessitate redoing all of the previous addition/subtraction and optimization steps. Revalidation must also be done if vendors of components are changed or whenever different cells or cells of other ages are used in the system. This paper presents a brief procedure for formulating a defined media and an overview of the application of two defined media in muscle cell culture. research needs. We also discuss the use of two (similar) defined media ITT [30] and ITT-CF [17] on cultures of ovine satellite cells as an example to illustrate that small additions to a basal defined medium can cause significant changes in the overall growth of a culture. The ITT and ITT-CF illustration also demonstrates that the formulation of a defined medium may be used to induce the desired cellular state for a particular research focus (i.e. maintenance, proliferation or differentiation); [17, 29, 30] . 
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Materials

Procedures
A. Steps involved in the formulation of a defined medium (Figure 1) 1. Search the scientific literature for existing media that might be compatible with the intended cell system. 2. If defined medium formulations are located, screen them in the intended cell system as a pilot study. 3. Depending on the results of pilot study, add or subtract individual components of the culture media and monitor cellular responses to the altered formulations. 
